
 

SIMMS BOOKS PUBLISHING WHITE LETTER 

Below is the breakdown on Services that we offer. Keep in mind that most may not apply to you 

but each service can be billed separately on your needs. The publishing packages include 

ownership of your total work and distribution. 

  

$6500 Complete Publishing with Ghostwriting includes: copyright, editing, manuscript to book 

structuring, book cover art, publishing, online profile setup and completion/metadata and SEO, 

E-store, step by step instruction on how to use, eBook, title transfer and distribution channel 

setup*   

  

*Copyright and Publishing is done in Author's name, all pertinent information furnished to 

Simms Books Publishing as: name, address, and phone number, date of birth need to be accurate 

and current. This insures Authors full control and ownership of their Work  

  

$5000 Complete Publishing includes: copyright, editing, manuscript to book structuring, book 

cover art, publishing, online profile setup and completion/metadata and SEO, E-store, step by 

step instruction on how to use, eBook, title transfer and distribution channel setup*  

  

*Copyright and Publishing is done in Author's name, all pertinent information furnished to 

Simms Books Publishing as: name, address, and phone number, date of birth need to be accurate 

and current. This insures Authors full control and ownership of their Work.  

  

$550-1000 Editing with proofreading   

  

$250-750 Book Cover Art that fits the dimensions and math for your book.  

  

$1000 Manuscript to Book Structure and Formatting Fixes, Correcting problematic book 

structuring issues; for both MS and PDF files both formatting and restructuring the manuscript 

for book layout for proper printing*  

  

*Correcting book structure and formatting layouts.  

  

$800-Publishing and Profile Fixes/ Metadata. Taking Produced and Published work to  

Completion; correcting mistakes and omissions in metadata in both publishing and data fields to 

make sure books' content is accurate and searchable throughout all channels. E-store setup and 

step by step explanation of use. Distribution setup and explanation of how to. *  

  

*Fixing data and other relevant information to make book content searchable and consistent, also 

creation of E-store and other channels for global distribution.  

  

$150 Consultation Fee Finding out your needs and helping you narrow down what specific 

services you may need and tailoring it to fit your needs. Speak with a professional and have your 

questions answered. Payable thru PayPal @simmsbookspublishing@gmail.com   

 


